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Photoshop cs6 keyboard shortcuts cheat sheet

Windows 10 comes with several new keyboard shortcuts to take advantage of new features such as virtual desktop and action center. Here's a handy table of shortcuts you might not know about yet. Microsoft offers word doc of these downloadable shortcuts, but I also copied them as images for you
below. You are probably familiar with some of them from previous versions of Windows, but even still I found this good freshener and reference guide. Windows 10 Shortcut Keys | Microsoft In addition to pen and paper, there are many digital tools for creating wired frames – a lo-fi website layout that
helps you determine its basic structure before adding a visual design. One of the uses of using Photoshop CS6 as a wireframe tool is that you can use the wire box as a base for your detailed mockup, instead of having to start from scratch. The image below reveals a sketch of a napkin provided to me by
my fictional client, which is one way to provide a wire frame. After talking to the client, I collected additional requests for the homepage:The client wants to find out more after the title and introduction of the text. He won't have more than two quotes in the area of what people are saying. The client likes the
idea of having a background color or image with an area of content in the box that is white. It's time to fire up Photoshop and create a wire frame that takes into account real dimensions and provides a slightly smoother look. Start by creating a 960-based document (which you can find out about in the
section called Set Up a Grid in Photoshop, which is located in the chapters of the free sample) that is 1,100 pixels wide by 750 pixels. If you want, use the Paint Bucket Tool (G) and fill the background with light gray to represent that it will be a background color or picture. Select the Rectangle Tool (U) and
draw a box that represents the content area. Since I use a 960 network system, my box is 940 pixels wide. I made the color in the foreground white so that it appeared on a gray background. To make the process faster, type D to put the foreground on black and the background on white. We'll draw black
boxes that represent areas of content, and then change the opacity to make them look gray, as shown here: Add rectangles representing the logo and navigation After the grid, add a rectangle representing the logo. Reduce the opacity of the rectangle immediately by typing an opaque value (30) after you
draw the rectangle. If you want, add text using the Key tool (T) to add LOGO text across the box. Add another rectangle that represents the navigation area and reduce the opacity value again to make it gray. You may want to add rectangles to indicate areas of the content column. The following image
shows that I have opted for of two columns with slightly larger main main column and a smaller column for the home page image. I set opacity to 10% for columns, and I also added another rectangle representing the footer at the bottom of the page. Specify the sizes of the Draw Rectangles column that
represent content regions within columns. You can also add fake text using Photoshop's Type command &gt; Paste Lorem Ipsum. You can see my completed wire box here: Creating a coarse wire frame like this gives the client a sense of where the content is going on the page, but allows for quick and
easy editing if you need to move items. For more examples and suggestions to save time, take a closer look at the book (or download a sample of the book's PDF). Now check out this huge selection of free Photoshop brushes on our sister site Creative Bloq (Image credit: Adobe) Photoshop shortcuts will
speed up your workflow as they allow you to perform a huge number of actions in no time. Adobe's software is blessed with so many shortcuts that it can be pretty scary for a beginner who wants to get started. While some basic shortcuts are portable from other software, others are so nih that you may
only need to use them a few times. We've selected some of the most useful shortcuts to help you control layers, quickly change brushes, edit text, and apply quick customizations. Shortcuts also exist to improve file management, selections, and help 3D work. If you exercise them enough, they will soon
become muscle memory - leaving you wondering how you ever got away without them. If this has sparked your appetite to learn more in Photoshop, we have covered you; Test your skills with our collection of Photoshop tutorials or create amazing effects with Photoshop actions. (Instead, do you prefer a
quick visual guide? Check out our handy Photoshop shortcuts to cheat sheet.) Manipulating and arranging layers is easy with these great Photoshop shortcuts 01. Show and hide the layers of theQuickly panel and easily hide the Layers panel by pressing F7 on the keyboard. It will also show and hide the
Channels and Paths panels because they are to the group. MAC: Option []WINDOWS: Alt []To move quickly through layers, hold alt/option and use the left and right bracket keys [ ] to move: right is up and left is down. 03. Creating a new layerMAC: Shift +Cmd+NWINDOWS: Shift+Ctrl+NGet started on
your latest project in almost a short time with this handy shortcut that instantly prepares a new layer and dialogue box.04. Create a new layer behind the selected layerMAC: Ctrl+New Layer iconWINDOWS: Cmd + New Layer IconMastering the new layer shortcut is a doddle, so once you're ready to fall
into the layer behind it, be sure to use this shortcut.05. Fill layerMAC: Alt + Backspace (foreground) or Cmd + Backspace (background)WINDOWS: Alt + Delete (foreground) or Ctrl + Delete (background)This will fill the empty later with electricity background colors.06. Flattened layersMAC:
Cmd+Alt+Shift+EWINDOWS: Ctrl+Alt+Shift+EAdd new, blank layer on top of stack, select it, and use the command above to align the layers in the picture to sharpen the result. This adds a flattened version of the image to the new layer, but also leaves the stacked layers intact.07. Merge Visible
LayersMAC: Cmd+Shift+EWINDOWS: The Ctrl+Shift+EThis command allows you to merge all existing layers to create a single new layer. Beware! After the merger, it is very difficult to separate them. MAC: Cmd+Alt+EWINDOWS: Ctrl+Alt+EOnce you have selected layers, use this command to merge
them into just one layer. To see them joined together as a new layer, simply add them to the Shift modifier. This is useful if you need to make adjustments later.09. New layer via copyMAC: Cmd + JWINDOWS: Ctrl + JUse this command to create a new layer from an existing one. Sounds complicated? Let
him go!10. New cutMAC layer: Cmd+Shift+JWINDOWS: Ctrl+Shift+JLike creating a new layer through a copy, this command will create a new layer with the selected picture area in it. The only difference through the incision is that it will remove the selected part of the image from the original image.11.
Bring layer to top stackMAC: Cmd + Shift + ] WINDOWS: Ctrl+Shift+]Here, you can move the desired layer to the top of the stackmac pile of images you're working with in Photoshop.MAC: Cmd + Shift+ [WINDOWS: Ctrl+Shift+[Yep, that's pretty much self-explanatory. Bring layer forwardMAC:
Cmd+]WINDOWS: Ctrl+]This Photoshop shortcut allows you to bring any selected image to the front.14. Send backMAC layer: Cmd +[WINDOWS: Ctrl+[If you choose to change your mind, you can always select the image and send it to the back of the pile.15. Copy multiple layersMAC:
Shift+Cmd+CWINDOWS: Shift+Ctrl+CDraw selection, and then use this command to pour each layer into the Clipboard, not just the current layer selection.16. Edit layer styleMAC I WINDOWS: Double-click layerQuick access to style controls, such as Drop Shadow, Bevel &amp; Emboss, and Color
Overlay.Next page: Selections Current page: Layers Next Page Selections If you're using a keyboard with your iPad, there's a quick and easy shortcut that will display a cheat sheet of available keystroke shortcuts while using most Apple apps and some third-party apps. Here's how to use it. With your
keyboard connected to your iPad, hold down the Command key for about two seconds, and a window will appear listing the available shortcuts on that screen. For example, on the Start screen, the pop-up looks like this. This pop-up program lists the keystrokes that you can use on the Start screen, such
as running spotlight searches from Command + Space or Option + Command + D to display the Dock. Calling cheat sheet keystrokes with command key works on all Apple-made iPad apps. Some some apps, such as Twitter, also have built-in jokers, but this is not universal. You'll need to use trial and
error to see if your favorite app supports it. In safari, the hold-Command shortcut key detects three pages of keystroke shortcuts that you can swipe left or right with your finger. You'll need to continue holding the command key as you swie between the pages. List all the shortcuts you can expect (such as
Command+T for a new tab) – and you may see some that surprise you, such as Zoom In and Zoom Out with Command+ + and Command+ -. Keeping Command for two seconds in the Files app reveals a list of powerful shortcuts, such as creating a new document with Command+N or Duplicating a file
with Command+D. Even the Apple App Store supports key k shortcuts. Keeping Command for two seconds in that app reveals a short list that focuses mainly on switching between parts of the store. There are many more keyboard shortcuts out there on iPad learn. If you're feeling adventurous, try
command key cheat sheet in all your favorite apps. You may be surprised by the breadth of keyboard support that Apple and other developers have brought to this touch-focused platform. RELATED: 20 keystrokes every iPad owner should know
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